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PLANET EARTH ITS QUIETEST IN DECADES AS
LOCKDOWNS REDUCE SEISMIC NOISE

Relevant for: Environment | Topic: Environmental Conservation, Sustainable Development, and EIA

A researcher looks on a display showing a status overview of Swiss seismic stations at the
Swiss Seismological Service at ETH Zurich in Switzerland January 14, 2021.   | Photo Credit:
REUTERS

Earth had its quietest period indecades during 2020 as the COVID-19 pandemic significantly
reduced human activity and its impact on the planet's crust, according to scientists working on a
global study.

An international group of seismologists from 33 countries measured a drop of up to 50% in so-
called ambient noise generated by humans travelling and factories humming after lockdowns
came into force around the world.

The team, which included experts from the Swiss Seismological Service at ETH Zurich, a
university, measured lower noise levels at 185 of the 268 seismic stations analysed around the
world.

Urban ambient noise fell by up to 50% at some measuring stations during the tightest lockdown
weeks, as buses and train services were reduced, aircraft grounded and factories shuttered.

This made it much quieter than Christmas, traditionally the quietest time of the year.

"The weeks during lockdown were the quietest period we have on record," said seismologist
John Clinton, referring to data archives covering the last 20 years. "With human noise always
increasing, it is highly likely that it was the quietest period for a very long time."

The experts, led by Thomas Lecocq from the Royal Observatoryof Belgium, were able to track
the "wave of quiet" around the world as lockdown came first in China, then Italy, before
spreading across the rest of the world.

Lower background noise during lockdowns also means small earthquakes that otherwise would
not be observed have been detected in some places. Small tremors allow us to improve our
understanding of the seismic hazard, said scientist Frederick Massin, and also help assess the
probability of larger earthquakes in the future.

"This was an unprecedented opportunity. There's no way we would normally be able to do this
kind of experiment," said Massin.
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Dear reader,

We have been keeping you up-to-date with information on the developments in India and the
world that have a bearing on our health and wellbeing, our lives and livelihoods, during these
difficult times. To enable wide dissemination of news that is in public interest, we have increased
the number of articles that can be read free, and extended free trial periods. However, we have
a request for those who can afford to subscribe: please do. As we fight disinformation and
misinformation, and keep apace with the happenings, we need to commit greater resources to
news gathering operations. We promise to deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested
interest and political propaganda.
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and political propaganda.
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